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ABSTRACT: In general liquid–liquid demixing processes are responsible for the porous
morphology of membranes obtained by immersion precipitation. For rapidly crystalliz-
ing polymers, solid–liquid demixing processes also generate porous morphologies. In
this study, the interference of both phase transitions has been analyzed theoretically
using the Flory–Huggins theory for ternary polymer solutions. It is demonstrated
that four main thermodynamic and kinetic parameters are important for the structure
formation in solution: the thermodynamic driving force for crystallization, the ratio of
the molar volumes of the solvent and the nonsolvent, the polymer–solvent interaction
parameter, and the rate of crystallization of the polymer compared to the rate of sol-
vent–nonsolvent exchange. An analysis of the relevance of each of these parameters
for the membrane morphology is presented. q 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. J Polym Sci B:
Polym Phys 35: 763–770, 1997
Keywords: melting transitions; liquid–liquid demixing; immersion precipitation;
membranes; nonequilibrium phenomena

INTRODUCTION of the membranes. For thermally induced
phase separation a good picture of the interfer-
ence of phase transitions processes is nowDuring the past two decades porous mem-
available. For ternary systems, where the im-branes have been developed for a wide variety
mersion of a polymer solution in an excess ofof applications.1,2 For each of these applications
nonsolvent induces the phase transitions,the morphology of the membrane has to be opti-
fewer studies have been performed. In the pres-mized. A large amount of research has been
ent article a more detailed thermodynamicalperformed to understand the fundamentals of
analysis of the competition between liquid– liq-the membrane formation by controlled phase
uid demixing and solid– liquid demixing for ter-separation of polymer solutions.3–26 At least
nary systems is presented. The findings will bethree types of phase transitions can play an
discussed in relation to the structure genera-important role in the structure formation and
tion in the polymer solution during immersionfixation: (1 ) liquid– liquid demixing, (2 ) solid–
precipitation.liquid demixing, and (3 ) the glass transition.

Combinations of liquid– liquid demixing and
the glass transition or solid– liquid demixing
are held responsible for the porous morphology THEORY

Here the discussion of interference of phase tran-
* Present address: Philips Research Laboratories, Prof. sitions is based on the Flory–Huggins theory.27–29
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764 VAN DE WITTE ET AL.

available (e.g., equation of state theories). How- Tm and T0
m are the melting temperature of the

polymer in solution and the hypothetical equilib-ever, because of its simplicity the Flory–Huggins
theory is still suitable to obtain a general under- rium melting temperature of the polymer in the

solid state, respectively. vu indicates the molarstanding of these complex systems. Furthermore
the Flory–Huggins theory can provide qualitative volume of a repeat unit of the polymer and DH0

m

and easily applicable rules for the choice of the is the heat of fusion for 100% crystalline polymer.
components of the membrane forming combina- The s and r are molar volume ratios (s Å v1 /v2

tion. and r Å v1 /v3 , vi Å molar volume of component
The general Flory–Huggins description for the i ) . The v1 , and the variables that represent the

Gibbs free energy of mixing of three component properties of the semicrystalline polymer, can be
systems was derived by Pouchly et al. [eq. grouped into a dimensionless parameter A . This
(1)] :30,31 parameter can be regarded as a measure for the

thermodynamic driving force for crystallization of
the polymer:DGM

RT
Å n1 ln f1 / n2 ln f2 / n3 ln f3 / g12n1f2

A Å 0S 1
Tm

0 1
T0

m
DSDH0

m

R DS v1

vu
D . (3)/ g13n1f3 / g23n2f3 / gTn1f2f3 . (1)

ni represents the number of moles of component
The thermodynamic parameters that are im-i ( iÅ 1: nonsolvent; iÅ 2: solvent; iÅ 3: polymer).
portant for the phase transitions are (1) the ther-fi represents the volume fraction of component i
modynamic interaction parameters, (2) the molarand the gij parameters represent the binary inter-
volumes, and (3) the dimensionless parameter A .action parameters between the components i and
The influence of each of these parameters will bej . gT is a ternary interaction parameter and cor-
discussed in detail.rects empirically for the application of binary in-

teraction parameters to ternary systems. It
should be kept in mind that all interaction param-
eters gij can depend on the ratio fi /fj and that gT RESULTS
is known to depend on both f1 /f2 and f3 .31

In a first approximation we assume the interac- As already mentioned, the influence of the inter-
tion parameters to be constants: the gij equal the action parameters on the location of the binodal,
Flory–Huggins xij . In addition, we neglect the in- the spinodal, and the critical point have been dis-
fluence of molecular weight distributions and of cussed by others.3,15,23 Our results agree com-
the ternary interaction parameter gT . The re- pletely with the results obtained by these authors.
sulting equation still contains the general thermo- The trends on the influence of the variables in
dynamic characteristics of ternary systems, but the equations on the position of the liquid–liquid
the calculations are simplified to a great extent. miscibility gap in the phase diagram can be sum-

From eq. (1) equations can be derived which marized as follows:
describe the binodal, the critical point, and the
spinodal for a ternary system.14,16,29 Routes to

• The polymer–nonsolvent interaction param-solve the equations are presented very clearly by
eter (x13) determines to a great extent theYilmaz and McHugh16 and Altena et al.14 and will
surface area of the liquid–liquid miscibilitynot be repeated here. The derivation of the equa-
gap. High values for the polymer–nonsolventtion for the solid–liquid miscibility gap for ter-
interaction parameters also imply that thenary systems proceeds in a similar way as the
point of intersection of the liquid–liquid mis-derivation of the equation for binary systems.13

cibility gap with the polymer–nonsolventThe result is eq. (2):
axis is located at very high polymer concen-
trations.

• Solvents and nonsolvents with high mutual1
Tm

0 1
T0

m
Å 0 R

DH0
m

vu

v1 affinities (low x12) strongly increase the mag-
nitude of the liquid–liquid miscibility gap.1 {r ln f3 / r (1 0 f3) 0 f1 0 sf2

• Low compatibility of the solvent–nonsolvent
mixture (high x12) results in large differ-/ (x13f1 / sx23f2)(f1 / f2) 0 x12f1f2} . (2)
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binary systems, the extremes of the solubility
curve seem to be located on the spinodal.4,33 The
part of the solubility curve that is situated in the
liquid–liquid miscibility gap is metastable or un-
stable and does not have significance under equi-
librium conditions.

At the entrance point of the solubility curve in
the liquid–liquid miscibility gap the crystalline
polymer is in equilibrium with a concentrated
polymer solution. The concentrated liquid phase
is also in equilibrium with a dilute polymer solu-
tion. Therefore, the solubility curve has to inter-
sect the binodal exactly at the other end of the
tie line at the intersection point. The equilibrium
construction for this phase diagram is presented
in Figure 2. At high polymer concentrations theFigure 1. Calculated phase diagrams for several val-
crystalline polymer is in equilibrium with a liquidues of A. Parameters s Å 1; r Å 0.1; x13 Å 1.5; x23
phase. At low polymer concentrations and lowÅ 0.2; x12 Å 0.5.
nonsolvent concentrations two liquid phases are
in equilibrium. At high nonsolvent concentrations
also a solid–liquid equilibrium exists. The twoences in solvent/nonsolvent ratio between

the equilibrium phases. solid–liquid equilibria and the liquid–liquid equi-
librium are separated by a three-phase region.• Polymers and solvents with high mutual af-

finity (low x23) decrease the magnitude of the These phase diagrams obey the thermodynamic
criteria for phase diagrams established in ref. 32.liquid–liquid miscibility gap, especially at

low values of x12 . For increasing (i.e., less negative) A values the
solid–liquid miscibility gap becomes smaller. The• In a first approximation (minor) changes in

molecular weight, molecular weight distribu- s shape of the loop within the liquid–liquid misci-
bility gap becomes more prominent. For Ation, and molar volume are negligible.
Å 00.15 a part of the curve lies outside of the

When solid–liquid demixing is included the
equilibrium phase diagram becomes more com-
plex. For the construction of equilibrium phase
diagrams several requirements have to be ful-
filled. A general discussion on these requirements
is presented by Koningsveld et al.32 In Figure 1
the phase diagram of a polymer in a solvent/non-
solvent mixture is presented. Both the liquid–liq-
uid miscibility gap and the solubility curve (the
border of the solid–liquid miscibility gap) are
shown independently. The solubility curve is indi-
cated for varying values of A .

The solubility curve starts at relatively high
polymer concentrations at the polymer–solvent
axis. Due to the lower average solvent quality of
the solvent/nonsolvent mixture the transition
shifts to lower polymer concentrations at increas-

Figure 2. Equilibrium construction of a phase dia-ing nonsolvent/solvent ratios. In a way, similar gram exhibiting both a liquid–liquid and a solid–liquid
to the binary cases, the solid–liquid transition miscibility gap (see Fig. 1). Two solid–liquid equilibria
makes a Van der Waals-like loop in the liquid– are indicated (S-L), one liquid–liquid equilibrium (L-
liquid miscibility gap due to the higher free en- L), and one three phase equilibrium (L-L-S). Parame-
ergy of mixing of the homogeneous three-compo- ters s Å 1; r Å 0.1; x13 Å 1.5; x23 Å 0.2; x12 Å 0.5; A

Å 00.40.nent solution in this composition range. Like in
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point of intersection of the solubility curve with
the polymer-rich branch of the binodal appears to
be suitable as a basis for the discussion. The point
of intersection can be calculated by simultane-
ously solving the equations for the liquid–liquid
miscibility gap and the solid–liquid miscibility
gap. From calculations it appears that the influ-
ence of the interaction parameters on the polymer
concentration at the intersection point at high val-
ues of A is rather small (data not shown). Higher
values of x13 tend to increase the polymer concen-
tration at the point of intersection except at high
x12 values. In most of the cases, low x12 values
decrease the polymer concentration at the point
of intersection.

The effect of the value of the polymer–solventFigure 3. Equilibrium phase diagram of Figure 1 for
interaction parameter is much larger than the effectsA Å 00.50. The position of the binodal is also indicated
of changes in the values for the other interactionbut this curve does not represent an equilibrium transi-
parameters especially at low values for A. In Figuretion. Parameters s Å 1; r Å 0.1; x13 Å 1.5; x23 Å 0.2;
4 the transitions are indicated for two sets of interac-x12 Å 0.5.
tion parameters with different values for x23.

triangle. When the solubility curve curve does not
Influence of Ratios of Molar Volumes (s and r)intersect with the binodal at high polymer concen-

trations the solid–liquid and the liquid–liquid Variations in r are of minor influence on the loca-
miscibility gap are completely separated. How- tion of the solubility curve and the liquid–liquid
ever, still branches of the solubility curve can ex- miscibility gap. The effect of changing the ratio of
ist in the liquid–liquid miscibility gap at lower the molar volumes of the nonsolvent and the sol-
polymer concentrations. These branches do not vent is presented in Figure 5. Variation of s re-
cross the binodal anymore but are situated com- sults in minor differences in location of the misci-
pletely in the metastable areas and the unstable bility gap. On the other hand, the influence of s
areas of the liquid–liquid miscibility gap.

For low values of A the solubility curve is lo-
cated at lower nonsolvent concentrations than the
liquid–liquid miscibility gap over the entire com-
position range. The equilibrium construction of
the phase diagram for A Å 00.50 is presented in
Figure 3. For A Å 00.50 liquid–liquid demixing
does not have significance under equilibrium con-
ditions.

Influence of Interaction Parameters
on the Phase Diagrams

The effect of the interaction parameters on the
size of the liquid–liquid miscibility gap has been
presented earlier. From eqs. (1) and (2) it is clear
that increases in x23 and x13 and decreases in x12

will promote solid–liquid demixing. However, the Figure 4. The influence of changes in x23 on the loca-
influence of the parameters on the size of the liq- tion of the solubility curve and the binodal and the
uid–liquid miscibility gap proceeds in a similar spinodal in the phase diagram. The transitions are pre-
way. It is difficult to assess beforehand the rela- sented for two different sets of interaction parameters.
tive importance of changes in the values of the s Å 1; r Å 0.004; x12 Å 0.5; x13 Å 1.0; a) x23 Å 0.2; b)

x23 Å 0.5.interaction parameters for both transitions. The
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the morphologies of membranes obtained by the
immersion precipitation proces. For thermally in-
duced phase separation the influence of the com-
petition between solid–liquid demixing and liq-
uid–liquid demixing on the membrane morphol-
ogy has been studied in more detail. Therefore,
the basic principles will initially be discussed for
binary systems and will then be extended to ter-
nary systems.

In Figure 6(A) the solid–liquid transition and
the liquid–liquid transition are shown for a bi-
nary system and a ternary system. The binary
phase diagram is similar to those published by
Burghardt and Cahn.4,33 The phase separation
processes that occur after passing a phase bound-
ary strongly depend on which phase boundary isFigure 5. The effect of changes in s, the molar volume
passed and how deep the miscibility gap is en-ratio of the solvent and the nonsolvent, on the phase
tered. Several cases can be distinguished.diagram. A Å 00.20. x12 Å 0.5; x13 Å 1; x23 Å 0.2; r

In Figure 6(A) the cooling trajectories for poly-Å 0.004. Values for s for the different curves: a: s
mer solutions with varying initial polymer con-Å 0.25, b: s Å 0.5, c: s Å 1, d: s Å 2.
centrations are indicated. For the ternary solu-
tions some composition paths are indicated in Fig-on the solubility curve is enormous. The molar
ure 6(B) for a fixed composition of the castingvolume of the nonsolvent is kept constant; there-
solution. A composition path describes the time-fore, the solubility curves always start at the same
and place-dependent composition of the polymerpoint on the polymer/nonsolvent axis. Increases
solution between immersion and phase separa-in s imply a decrease in the molar volume of the
tion.24 Notice that, in analogy with Figure 6(A),solvent. If the molar volume of the solvent is much
the polymer concentration can induce similar ef-larger than the molar volume of the nonsolvent
fects. In case 6 only the solid–liquid miscibilitythe curve representing the solid–liquid transition
gap is entered and in case 3 only the liquid–liquidincreases steeply to higher polymer concentra-
miscibility gap is entered. The structure genera-tions with increasing nonsolvent concentrations.
tion under these conditions is well established.The opposite effect is observed for small molar

Solid–liquid demixing processes can give rise tovolumes of the solvent.
the formation of single lamellae at very low polymerIt is well known that the melting point depres-
concentrations or supramolecular assemblies of la-sion of a polymer in a solvent depends strongly
mellae-like axialities and spherulites at high poly-on the size of the solvent molecule. For example,
mer concentrations.5–10,17,18,22 Solid–liquid demix-the melting point depression of crystals in poly-
ing will occur at low nonsolvent concentrations andmer blends is very small compared to the melting
high polymer concentrations and also at very lowpoint depression in polymer solvents due to the
polymer concentrations and high nonsolvent con-lower gain in entropy. These effects are much
centrations [not indicated in Fig. 6(B)].larger than the effects due to the values of the

For liquid–liquid demixing three types ofinteraction parameters.
phase separation mechanisms can be distin-It is also obvious that the presence of a liquid–
guished.11,34 At low polymer concentrations (be-liquid miscibility gap is not a necessary condition for
tween the binodal and the spinodal) phase sepa-precipitation. Precipitation of the polymer from the
ration takes place by nucleation and growth of asolvent can also occur by crystallization during im-
polymer-rich phase and polymer spheres can bemersion of a polymer solution in another good solvent
obtained. At intermediate polymer concentrationswith a sufficiently high molecular weight.
spinodal demixing processes give rise to bicon-

Implications of the Competition Between Solid- tinuous network structures. At high polymer con-
Liquid Demixing and Liquid-Liquid Demixing on centrations (between the binodal and the spino-
the Membrane Morphology dal) phase separation takes place by nucleation

and growth of a polymer-poor phase and spongyOnly a very small number of studies are available
that focus on the role of solid–liquid demixing on structures can be obtained. If no other transition
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Figure 6. Phase diagrams for binary systems and ternary systems. For arrows and
numbers see text. (A) Nonequilibrium phase diagram for a binary system; (B) nonequi-
librium phase diagram for a ternary system.

interferes with the liquid–liquid demixing pro- the results of Inaba et al. and Lloyd et al. the
spinodal morphology was significantly distortedcess, coarsening phenomena driven by interfacial

energy will induce complete phase separation in by the crystallization process.
In case 4 the liquid–liquid demixing proceedstwo layers.12,17,35

In cases 1, 2, and 4 crystallization will only by nucleation and growth of a polymer-poor phase
followed by crystallization of the matrix. Thistake place after liquid–liquid demixing. Two rea-

sons are responsible for this.33 Unstable solid– morphology has been obtained by ourselves for
the immersion precipitation of poly-L-lactide andliquid equilibria increase the free energy of mix-

ing. For metastable solid–liquid equilibria the de- by Bulte et al. for nylon-4,6.17,22 Lloyd et al. and
Aubert et al. obtained this morphology for binarycrease in free energy of mixing for crystallization

is smaller than for liquid–liquid demixing. In ad- solutions.5–8

In case 5 crystallization takes place first; how-dition the activation energy for liquid–liquid de-
mixing is much lower than for crystallization. ever, in the course of the demixing process the poly-

mer solution will be pushed in the miscibility gap.In case 1 first liquid–liquid demixing will take
place by nucleation and growth of polymer-rich Examples of liquid–liquid demixing induced by

solid–liquid demixing are presented for polymerphase followed by crystallization of the polymer-
rich droplets. This case has been described for blends by Li et al., and Tanaka and Nishi.39–43

These phenomena were recentely reported by vanbinary polymer–solvent combinations by Schaaf
et al. and Berghmans et al. and for binary polymer de Witte et al. for the immersion precipitation of

poly-L-lactide.17 Spherulites surrounded with po-blends by Shibanov et al.36–38 Schaaf et al. demon-
strated that in case liquid–liquid demixing pre- rous shells could be obtained. This morphology was

attributed to a cascade of phase transitions. Firstceded solid–liquid demixing very smooth parti-
cles were obtained and for direct solid–liquid de- solid–liquid demixing induced the formation of

spherulites. Due to the spherulite growth liquid–mixing rough particles. Shibanov et al. showed for
polymer blends that the crystallization of parti- liquid was induced in the medium surrounding the

spherulite. Crystallization occurred again in thecles rich in the crystallizable component was in-
duced by neighboring particles resulting in a clear polymer-rich phase generated during the liquid–

liquid demixing process.growth front. No accounts in literature have been
found for ternary solutions.

In case 2 liquid–liquid demixing proceeds by
Parameters That Influence the Competitionspinodal decomposition. For binary solutions of
Between Liquid–Liquid Demixing and Solid–Liquidisotactic polypropylene Lloyd et al. succeeded in
Demixing During Immersion Precipitationobtaining bicontinuous structures stabilized by

crystallization.5–7 For binary polymer blends the The relative position of the solubility curve with
respect to the liquid–liquid miscibility gap is ex-same was reported by Shibanov et al. and Inaba

et al.38,39 Shibanov concluded that in contrast to pected to play a large role in the phase separation
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of the solution. As has been demonstrated in de- by the poorer solvent dioxane the same effect is
observed.45 Probably the lower solvent quality oftail in the theoretical section the most important

variables on the relative position of the solid–liq- the chloroform/toluene mixture and dioxane
shifted the demixing mechanism from liquid–liq-uid transition and the liquid–liquid transition are

the driving force for crystallization of the polymer uid demixing to solid–liquid demixing.
The effect of the polymer concentration in the(A), the nonsolvent/solvent molar ratio (s ) , and

the polymer–solvent interaction parameter (x23) . casting solution is also clear from the system
PLLA-chloroform-methanol. Crystalline mem-More negative values for A imply a higher ten-

dency for crystallization. But also increases in x23 branes with cellular morphologies were obtained
for casting solutions with low polymer concentra-and decreases in s are expected to promote solid–

liquid demixing over liquid–liquid demixing. tions. For casting solutions with high polymer
concentrations spherulitic morphologies were ob-High polymer concentrations of the casting solu-

tion promote solid–liquid demixing because the tained.44 Similar effects were observed for the sys-
tem nylon-4,6-formic acid-water.22 An example ofcomposition is located closer to the solid–liquid

miscibility gap. a membrane-forming system with a slowly crys-
tallizing polymer is polyphenyleneoxide-trichloro-Apart from thermodynamical parameters also

kinetic parameters will play an important role. ethylene-ethanol.15 Thermodynamically, crystal-
lization is favored over almost the entire composi-Liquid–liquid demixing usually proceeds very

rapidly. The rate of crystallization of the polymer tion range. However, the membranes that are
obtained experimentally are amorphous. In thesedepends strongly on the properties of the polymer,

the composition of the solution, and the condi- cases the morphology is determined by liquid–
liquid demixing followed by vitrification of thetions. Due to the higher activation energy neces-

sary for crystallization and the lower growth rates polymer-rich phase.
of crystallites liquid–liquid demixing will usually
precede solid–liquid demixing.18,33 Liquid–liquid
demixing processes can even precede solid–liquid CONCLUSIONS
demixing processes in cases where solid–liquid
demixing is favored thermodynamically.20

Many kinetic and thermodynamic parameters are
When the rate of crystallization of the polymer important for the competition between solid–liq-

in solution is very slow compared to the quench uid demixing and liquid–liquid demixing during
rate the semicrystalline polymer will behave like immersion precipitation. It is shown that non-
an amorphous polymer. Low solvent/nonsolvent equilibrium transitions can play a large role dur-
exchange rates—comparable to slow cooling in ing the phase separation of polymer solutions and
binary systems—will promote solid–liquid de- that the final morphology of the membrane can
mixing processes that are favored thermodynam- originate from a cascade of phase transitions. It
ically. For the exchange rate it has been demon- is further demonstrated that, for a given polymer,
strated that a good solvent–nonsolvent interac- the molar volume ratio of the solvent and the non-
tion, coupled with high mutual diffusion solvent and the polymer–solvent interaction pa-
coefficients, will usually result in a very rapid rameter can be used most efficiently to shift the
exchange of solvent for nonsolvent.24,25 These importance from solid–liquid demixing to liquid–
conditions promote liquid–liquid demixing over liquid demixing and vice versa.
solid–liquid demixing.

Some of these predictions are confirmed by ex- The authors would like to acknowledge the helpful dis-
amples from literature. The effect of the polymer/ cussions with Prof. R. Koningsveld.
solvent interaction parameter has been demon-
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